
North Ealing Primary School Progressions Skills: Computing

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Learn what an algorithm
is; Understand that
programs and devices
work by following clear
and accurate commands
(algorithms).

Plan a set of commands
(algorithm) for a device
(eg BeeBots) to navigate
a course and/or for a
specific outcome

Control devices (eg
BeeBots) using a simple
sequence of commands
(algorithm)

Evaluate the
effectiveness of
algorithms and debug
when necessary

Plan a set of commands
(algorithm) for a device
(eg BeeBots) or on a
coding program (eg
Scratch Jr or BusyThings
early coding) to navigate
a course and/or for a
specific outcome

Control devices (eg
BeeBots) or coding
platforms (eg Scratch Jr
or BusyThings early
coding) using a simple
sequence of commands
(algorithm)

Evaluate effectiveness of
algorithms and debug
when necessary

Use logical reasoning to
predict outcomes of a
series of commands

Write a simple program
through a series of
commands (algorithms).

Keep testing my program
and recognise when I
need to debug it.

Understand the
difference between input
(using keyboard) and
output (movement of
character on screen)

Begin to explore block
coding platforms eg
Scratch 3.0 and
BusyThings BusyCode

Explore repetition/loops,
conditionals, and basic
movements using block
coding programs

Use logical reasoning to
predict outcomes of a
series of commands and
to debug programs with
deliberate mistakes

Plan, test, evaluate, and
debug simple programs
using clear commands
(algorithm)

Continue working with
block coding platforms eg
Scratch 3.0 using
commands such as:

● repetition/loops
● conditionals
● moving and

turning
● size and speed

changes
● Adding sound

and animation.
●

Add sounds and graphics
in Scratch

Use logical reasoning to
predict outcomes of a
series of commands and
to debug programs with
deliberate mistakes

Plan, test, evaluate, and
debug programs,
including simple games,
using clear commands
(algorithm)

Continue working with
block coding platforms eg
Scratch 3.0 using
commands such as:

● repetition/loops
● conditionals
● moving and

turning
● size and speed

changes
● Adding sound

and animation.

Add sounds and graphics
in Scratch

Use logical reasoning to
predict outcomes of a
series of commands and
to debug programs with
deliberate mistakes

Consider alterations to
programs to make them
more appealing to
specific audiences

Plan, test, evaluate, and
debug programs,
including simple games,
using clear commands
(algorithm)

Understand the
difference between block
codes and text-based
codes (Python)

Begin transferring block
coding skills learnt in
Scratch 3.0 to different
coding platforms using
Python eg Sketchup,
Trinket

Use logical reasoning to
predict outcomes of a
series of commands and
to debug programs with
deliberate mistakes

Design programs,
including games, to make
them appealing to
specific audiences
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Discuss and begin to

understand the

differences in different

kinds of information, ie

pictures, words, videos,

and sounds

Begin to use age

appropriate websites (ie

BusyThings, Epic, Oxford

Owl, etc.) to get

information; understand

that we can learn from

these online sources

Follow/click on links to

access certain websites

Begin to discuss the
dangers as well as the
benefits of the internet
and media

Discuss and begin to

understand the

differences in different

kinds of information, ie

pictures, words, videos,

and sounds and think

about which kinds of

information are most

useful

Find relevant information

to answer specific

questions by navigating

different pages on age

appropriate websites (ie

BusyThings, Epic, Oxford

Owl, etc.)

Follow/click on links to

access certain websites,

navigate the menu and

relevant buttons on

websites

Discuss the dangers as
well as the benefits of
the internet and media

Begin to understand that

some online sources are

more valuable/reliable

than others

Begin to understand how

search engines work; try

using 1-2 search engines

to research a topic using

key words; find and

record information about

a topic on a webpage

Follow/click on links to

access certain websites,

navigate the menu and

relevant buttons on

websites

Discuss the dangers as
well as the benefits of
the internet and media

Begin to understand the
difference between and
compare online and
offline applications (ie.
Microsoft, Paint, etc vs
GSuite, my.USO, Adobe
Cloud, etc)

When researching topics,

evaluate sources to

determine their reliability

and value

Understand and discuss

how search engines

work; use a variety of

search engines and

compare their

functionality; find and

record information about

a topic on a webpage

Use technology
responsibly, securely and
safely, understanding
dangers as well as the
benefits of the internet
and media i.e Fake news.

When researching topics,

evaluate sources to

determine their reliability

and value

When researching topics,

understand how to use

online sources without

plagiarising; find and

record information about

a topic from a variety of

online sources

Understand and discuss

how search engines

work; use a variety of

search engines and

compare their

functionality

Use technology
responsibly, securely and
safely, understanding
dangers as well as the
benefits of the internet
and media

Understand the
difference between and
compare online and
offline applications (ie.
Microsoft, Paint, etc vs
GSuite, my.USO, Adobe
Cloud, etc)

When researching topics,

evaluate sources to

determine their reliability

and value

When researching topics,

understand how to use

online sources without

plagiarising; find and

record information about

a topic from a variety of

online sources

Understand and discuss

how search engines

work; use a variety of

search engines and

compare their

functionality

Understand how the

internet and computer

networks work

(Modelling the Internet -

Barefoot Unplugged

Lesson)

Use technology
responsibly, securely and
safely, understanding
dangers as well as the
benefits of the internet
and media
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Basic graphing:

Busythings graphing

Typing: Begin typing skills

on BusyThings and ABCYa

J2Write: begin to develop

typing skills on pieces of

writing collaboratively

(English and other

cross-curricular subjects)

Begin logging in to
computers and accessing
applications with support

Basic graphing: use J2E

collaboratively

● Create bar

graphs, line

graphs, pie chart

Begin to research, gather,

and interpret information

collaboratively using

online sources (English

and other cross-curricular

subjects)

Typing: continue to

develop typing skills and

increase speed and

accuracy (using BBC

Dance Mat Typing)

Word/Docs/J2Write:

begin to develop typing

skills on pieces of writing

collaboratively (English

and other cross-curricular

subjects)

Presentations: use

Slides/Powerpoint to

create presentations to

present information

collaboratively (ie Prezi,

Adobe, etc)

Basic graphing: use

J2Data to create and save

charts/graphs

● Create bar

graphs, line

graphs, pie chart

Begin to research, gather,

and interpret information

collaboratively using

online sources (English

and other cross-curricular

subjects)

Typing: increase speed

and accuracy (using

Typing Club)

Word/Docs: begin to

develop typing skills on

pieces of writing (English

and other cross-curricular

subjects)

Presentations: use

Slides/Powerpoint to

create presentations to

present information (ie

Prezi, Adobe, etc)

● Explore

appropriate

fonts and sizes,

Basic graphing: progress

from using J2Data to

other online platforms

● Create bar

graphs, line

graphs, pie

charts

Research, gather, and

interpret information

using online sources

(English and other

cross-curricular subjects)

Record information in an

excel or Gsheets and

interpret into graphs

Word/Docs: develop

typing skills on pieces of

writing (English and

other cross-curricular

subjects)

Presentations: use

Slides/Powerpoint to

create presentations to

present information (ie

Prezi, Adobe, etc)

● Explore

appropriate

fonts and sizes,

Graphing: progress from

using J2Data to other

online platforms

● Create bar

graphs, line

graphs, pie chart

Research, gather, and

interpret information

using online sources

(English and other

cross-curricular subjects)

Word/Docs: fluently type

pieces of writing (English

and other cross-curricular

subjects)

Presentations: progress

from using

Slides/Powerpoint to a

variety of online

platforms (ie Prezi,

Adobe, etc)

● Use transitions,

animations, and

images

Create and edit videos

using Microsoft Movie

Maker (or other

platforms)

Excel/Sheets: gather,

input, and analyse their

own data

● Create bar

graphs, line

graphs, pie chart

Research, gather, and

interpret information

using online sources

(English and other

cross-curricular subjects)

Word/Docs: fluently type

pieces of writing (English

and other cross-curricular

subjects)

Presentations: use a

variety of online

platforms (ie Prezi,

Adobe, etc)

● Use transitions,

animations,

embed video,

images, and

audio

Create a website using

Adobe Creative Cloud
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● Begin to explore

fonts and sizes,

layouts, and

images

Organise and save files

on Google Drive

Begin logging in to

computers and accessing

applications

independently

choose

appropriate

layouts, insert

images

Organise and save files
on Google Drive

choose

appropriate

layouts, insert

images from the

internet

Organise, save & share

files on Google Drive

To increase fluency in
touch typing through a
variety of typing
resources establishing
where important keys are
placed and shortcuts
when using a shorter
keyboard.

Understand the
difference between and
compare online and
offline applications (ie.
Microsoft, Paint, etc vs
GSuite, my.USO, Adobe
Cloud, etc)

Organise and save files
on Google Drive

Create and edit videos

using Adobe Creative

Cloud

Organise and save files
on Google Drive
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